Name of topic

Amazon Adventures

Cycle: A

Term: Summer

Being…
an artist
I know how to:








I know how to use
different grades of
pencil to shade and to
show different tones and
texture
I know how to use
sketches to produce a
final piece of art
I know how to use
marks and lines to show
texture in my art
I know how to sculpt
clay and other mouldable
materials

a designer
I know how to:









Prove that a design
meets some set criteria
Follow a step-by-step
plan, choosing the right
equipment and materials
Design a product and
make sure that it looks
attractive
Select the most
appropriate tools and
techniques for a given
task
Work accurately to
measure, make cuts and
make holes

a computer user
I know how to:








Understand that
computer networks do
and how they provide
multiple services.
Discern where it is best
to use technology and
where it adds little or no
value
Design a sequence of
instructions including
directional instructions.
Write programs that
accomplish specific goals

a geographer
I know how to:
I can use an atlas by
using the index to find
places.

I can use the correct
geographical words to
describe a place.

Describe the correct
geographical words to
describe a

Use an atlas by using the
index to find places

Carry out research to
discover features of
villages, towns or cities.

Explain why people may
choose to live in one
place rather than
another

Locate the Tropic of
Cancer and Tropic of
Capricorn
Field work:

I can identify climate
zones.

I can understand the
distribution of natural
resources including
energy, food, minerals
and water.

I understand bioms and
vegetation zones.


a historian
I know how to:




Research in order to find
similarities and
differences between two
or more periods of
history
Plot events on a timelines
using centuries

a scientist
I know how to:















Describe the function of
different parts of
flowing plants and trees
Explore and describe the
needs of different plants
for survival
Explore and describe how
water is transported
within plants
Describe the plant life
cycle, especially the
importance of flowers
Group living things in
different ways
Use classification keys to
group, identify and name
living things
Create classification
keys to group, identify
and name living things
Describe how changes to
an environment could
endanger living things

a sports person
I know how to:
















Throw and catch with
control
Be aware of space and
use it to support teammates and to cause
problems for the
opposition
Know and use rules fairly
Take the lead when
working with a partner or
group
Throw in different ways
Hit a target
Run at fast, medium and
slow speeds; changing
speed and direction
Follow a map in familiar
context
Use clues to follow a
route
Follow a route safely
Follow a map in a familiar
context
Follow a route within a
time limit

a musician
I know how to:


















I can improvise using
repeated patterns.
Sing songs from memory
with accurate pitch in
tune
Show control in voice and
pronounce the words in a
song clearly
Maintain a simple part
within an ensemble
Play notes on instruments
clearly including
steps/leaps in pitch
Improvise within a group
using 1 or 2 note
Compose and perform
melodies using 2 or 3
notes
Use sound to create
abstract effects
Create /improvise
repeater patterns/ with
a range of instrument
Effectively choose,
order, combine and
control sounds
Internalise the pulse in
music

an international speaker
I know how to:



















I know voyeller and
consonne to describe
letters
I know the commands
sautez, courez, marches
and marches sur las
pomite des pieds
I know numbers 0-10
I know vite and
lentement to describe
French verbs
I know how to use the
verb aimer. E.g. J’aime
les pommes
I know how to exchange
French greetings
I know s’il te plâit, merci
and voila
I know some French
nouns (un pinceau, un
feutre, un crayon, un
stlo, une gomme, une
regle
I know how to use voici
and et to list 3 French
nouns in a simple
sentence
I know that point is used
describe a full stop and
virgule to describe a
comma
I know how to write a
simple French sentence,
using point and virgule to
describe the full stop
and comma.

